CASE MANAGEMENT STUDENT LEARNING
DIFFICULTIES

DATA GATHERING
Classroom Data
Assessment Tasks
Observations
Standardised Testing

PARENT CONTACT TO RECOMMEND REFERRALS
- Stakeholders Meeting
- SLP
- Child Health—OT, physio, etc
- Paediatrician
- Hearing
- Vision
- ICP discussion

GUIDANCE OFFICER
Referral initial chat with Parent/Guardian

GUIDANCE OFFICER
As required or necessary follow up

OTHER AGENCIES
As required or necessary follow up

REPORTS
Individual Plan
Class Teacher and STLN, SWD Teacher, DP, GO
collaboration to document plan of support.
Share with Parent/Guardian
Upload to One School

CASE MANAGEMENT
At SSR (Student Support Richie Team Meeting Tier 4)
Problem Solving Model used to outline plan of response to student needs

CASE MANAGEMENT
SSR (Student Support Richie Team Meeting Tier 4)
*Complete Forms
1. Data Analysis
2. Data Gathering Overview
3. Summary of Referrals & Reports

CASE MANAGEMENT
SSR (Student Support Richie Team Meeting Tier 4)
Monitor
Review Plan